THE DECLINE OF THE MIDDLE AGES
they paid dues on it, was in practice their own. They could
not be turned out of their houses and their hereditary rights in
land. Some, who were not peasants but landless men, had to
hire themselves out, and the peasants themselves received wages
for the work they did side by side with the work on their own
land. In the towns, of course, there were already, by 1350,
a large number of people, though certainly not a majority,
mainly dependent upon wages, for the small, independent
craftsman and shopkeeper formed the normal type.
Efforts, more or less successful, were made by the Govern-
ment to bring wages down to the old level of before the plague,
but these efforts were forcible and savoured of tyranny. At
the same time the dues of so many days' labour, which, in
theory, the lord of the manor could still exact from the peasants,
had, in practice, been more and more commuted into money
payments made by the peasant to the lord. Or, again, though
wages were not paid for this kind of labour, there were cus-
tomary gifts attached to it, in the way of food and drink, etc.,
which this sudden disturbance in prices now rendered onerous
to the upper classes. The peasantry and the labourers felt
confusedly that a new opportunity for greatly increased comfort
and leisure had appeared before them, as a result of the Black
Death, and that, by the new laws, it was being taken away.
Moreover, the great plague had done what all great social
strains do, what the Great War clearly did in our time in
England, and what the Revolutionary Wars did in France a
hundred years ago—it made men feel more equal. For under
such a strain, which all have to bear, the native equality of
mankind is emphasized. Wherefore there was a simmering
revolutionary discontent running through society during the
whole of that generation (1350-1400), and we shall see later how
it broke into flame. Meanwhile it was largely accountable for
the new attack by the Plantagenfet English kings upon the Valois
dynasty reigning at Paris, for the safety-valve to discontent at
home is victory abroad. /
Poitiers : the Campaign and its Momentary Success*
Another factor was at work demanding the renewal of the
French war, and that was the beginning of a new Lancastrian
political movement: the beginning of usurpation by the
younger branch of the royal family- This movement also sought
an outlet in tb& prestige which would be gained by foreign
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